Liver is the most common metastasis target organ in the late stage of colorectal cancer. More than 50% of colorectal cancer patients will have simultaneous or heterochronous liver metastasis. The survival time of patients with colorectal cancer and liver metastasis (CRLM) is short; not all patients can get radical resection of liver metastasis. For this part of patients, microwave ablation technology has been proved to be one of the effective methods for the treatment of liver metastasis. Laparoscopic B-ultrasound ablation also highlights a lot of minimally invasive advantages; this paper reviews the relevant literature of PubMed database, Wanfang database and CNKI database, in order to provide the treatment basis for clinical application of microwave ablation technology under laparoscopic B-ultrasound in the treatment of CRLM. The results showed that the safety and effectiveness of microwave ablation for liver metastases under the location of B-ultrasonic laparoscopy were confirmed, and patients with liver metastases of colorectal cancer who could not be resected could choose this treatment.
Introduction
Colorectal cancer is one of the most common malignant tumors in China, and liver is the most important target organ for its metastasis. For patients with colorectal cancer and liver metastasis (CRLM), radical resection of liver metastasis is still the gold standard, but 80% -90% of patients with liver metastasis have no chance of radical operation. The survival time of patients with liver metastasis was significantly different between the two groups. It is very important to choose the local treatment for CRLM. Thermal ablation is divided into radiofrequency ablation, microwave ablation, laser ablation, high intensity focused ultrasound ablation and cryoablation [1] . Microwave ablation has been proved to be a safe and effective alternative for patients with liver cancer who are not suitable for surgical resection [2] . Some scholars [3] have proved that compared with other non-radical hepatectomy treatments, microwave ablation is a more safe and effective treatment for liver metastasis in CRLM patients. With the development of microwave ablation technology and the development of minimally invasive surgery and the concept of accelerated rehabilitation surgery, microwave ablation technology has been applied in the treatment of CRLM in recent years, and the effect is accurate.
Theoretical Basis of Microwave Ablation under Laparoscope

1) Principle of microwave ablation under laparoscope
Microwave ablation is one of the local thermal ablation techniques, which uses high frequency electromagnetic wave to produce heat on tissue and make tumor cells produce thermal coagulation. Polar molecules are the material basis of heat generated in living tissue by microwave ablation. The common frequency of microwave ablation for tumor treatment is 915 and 2450 MHz. In this microwave field, polar molecules such as water molecules and protein molecules rub with each other, part of kinetic energy is converted into heat energy, so that the tissue is heated. Compared with normal cells, tumor cells have poor heat tolerance. Under the action of high temperature, tumor cells coagulate and necrosis, so as to achieve the purpose of treatment [4] . In order to place the tumor tissue in the microwave field, the surgeon uses the microwave antenna to bury the tumor tissue. Under the B-ultrasonic image, the liver space occupying lesions can be manifested as uneven low, equal, high echo or mixed echo, and there is often complete or incomplete low echo around the tumor, with obvious characteristics. The microwave antenna can be directly buried in the liver lesions under the B-ultrasound location. This treatment scheme has been proved to be safe and effective [5] . In the study of microwave ablation of liver cancer, many scholars [6] have proved that ≤5 cm of liver cancer can achieve therapeutic effect in recent years. The clinical application of laparoscopic technology is now very mature, and the basic hospitals are gradually developing. Most of the elderly and patients with some basic diseases can bear it. With the development of endoscopy technology and microwave ablation technology, the combination of them can expand the treatment of liver metastasis of colorectal cancer.
2) Advantages of microwave ablation under laparoscope Since the introduction of radiofrequency ablation in 1990, local ablation technology has been gradually applied in the treatment of liver tumors. Com-pared with other thermal ablation treatments, microwave ablation has its own advantages. Compared with radio-frequency ablation, it has the characteristics of fast heating, high temperature in tumor, short time, little influenced by carbonized blood flow and no influence by impedance, so it has made great progress in clinical. Some scholars have pointed out that compared with radiofrequency ablation, microwave ablation has lower cost and more advantages for large tumors [7] . In the microwave ablation of liver lesions, it can be divided into percutaneous microwave ablation and laparoscopic microwave ablation, which have received good clinical effect [8] [9] . Compared with the two, laparoscopic microwave ablation can give full play to the advantages of direct vision. It can not only avoid unnecessary side injuries, but also find no lesions that are difficult to be found through auxiliary examination before operation, so that the effectiveness of microwave ablation can be guaranteed [10] . According to related studies, different ablation methods, such as laparotomy, laparoscopy and percutaneous liver tumor ablation, can affect the local recurrence of the tumor. Kuvshinoff et al. [11] have studied that laparoscopic tumor ablation has a lower local tumor recurrence rate than percutaneous puncture. Laparoscopic technology in microwave ablation is not only the role of direct vision or exploration, but also combined with other treatment programs to play its advantages.
The Application of Microwave Ablation under
Laparoscope in CRLM 1) Microwave ablation of B-ultrasonic localization under simple laparoscope When colorectal cancer patients find liver metastases, they seldom get the opportunity of operation. Effective local treatment is particularly important for CRLM. In clinical application, endoscopic technology has been very mature, most patients can tolerate, laparoscopic direct vision of thermal ablation can try to avoid the side injury of ablation treatment, but also can achieve good ablation effect. With the continuous improvement of minimally invasive technology and the continuous progress of ablation technology, under the common requirements of ensuring effective ablation rate and rapid rehabilitation, the results of laparoscopic B-ultrasound-guided thermal ablation for CRLM are satisfactory. Many scholars [12] [13] have pointed out that it can be used as a local treatment method for non resectable liver metastases. The application of laparoscopic ultrasound system enables surgeons to observe not only the surface of tissues and organs, but also the internal conditions of operation field in real time and from multiple angles. Sun Wenyu et al. [14] showed that for the liver metastases with multiple lesions, microwave ablation was performed on the intrahepatic lesions under the ultrasonic positioning first, and for the lesions with special location invading the hepatic capsule, microwave ablation was performed on the base of the lesions to cut off the blood supply of the tumor completely; the ablation rate was 84.6% in the reexamination one month after the operation; it was proved that the microwave ablation guided by ultrasound under the laparoscope was not suitable for the unresectable lesions Liver metastasis of colorectal cancer is a safe International Journal of Clinical Medicine and effective treatment. Luo Hongchang et al. [15] in 2015, 71 cases of HCC with cirrhosis were treated by microwave ablation under the guidance of laparoscopic ultrasound, with good results. Only one patient had serious postoperative complications (1.4%) and no death. One month later, the reexamination showed that the liver lesions were completely ablated and no residual was found. After a follow-up of (11.5 ± 10.1) months, local recurrence was found in 4 lesions, distant metastasis in 6 lesions, and local recurrence and distant metastasis in 3 lesions simultaneously. Laparoscopic ultrasound-guided microwave ablation of liver cancer has the advantages of safety, effectiveness, short recovery period and low incidence of complications. Liu Wenbin et al. [16] conducted a comparative analysis of laparoscopic ultrasound-guided and open-ended ultrasound-guided microwave ablation. It was found that patients with laparoscopic treatment had less bleeding, shorter time to recover gastrointestinal function and shorter time to stay in hospital after surgery, while there was no significant difference in operation time, focus ablation time, hospitalization cost and complete ablation rate of focus. Some scholars have proved that the complete ablation rate of tumor is better than that of the percutaneous treatment group, not only minimally invasive but also accurate, and the postoperative recovery of patients is faster [17] . In the study of therapeutic devices, some scholars [18] [19] have made use of pulse microwave and mtDNA targeting single-walled carbon nanotubes as microwave absorbers for the ablation of liver tumors. They have also reached safe and effective conclusions. Ziemlewicz TJ et al. [20] used high-power, air-cooled system and multi-needle combined positioning therapy in clinical application to prove its technical achievements and device safety. Zafar T. et al. [21] proposed that slot antenna combined with microwave analysis is a reasonable choice for microwave ablation, with low cost and simple design; it can analyze the internal temperature distribution curve of malignant tissue, so that the operator can understand the ablation effect. In terms of improving the accuracy of liver metastases under laparoscope, surgeons and ultrasound doctors have also conducted various studies. Yan Shi Yan et al. [22] compared the treatment of real-time contrast-enhanced ultrasound with that of standard ultrasound, and the real-time contrast-enhanced ultrasound under laparoscope is more accurate in positioning liver lesions. There are also some scholars who use MRI [23] , PET-MRI [24] , robot guided [25] to locate the focus for treatment, but the clinical application is not extensive. Wu Wenbo et al. [26] use the biological simulator to simulate the human body so that the surgeon can carry out surgery practice, which can not only enable the surgeon to understand the operation scheme for surgery simulation, but also shorten the learning curve.
2) Laparoscopic ablation combined with other therapies a) Combined operation
As the safety and effectiveness of thermal ablation have been gradually confirmed, minimally invasive surgery has gradually matured in clinical practice; laparoscopic ultrasound-guided thermal ablation combined with minimally invasive surgery makes some unresectable liver metastases to be treated, and in clinical practice, it is also increasingly favored by the surgeons, retaining more normal liver, so patients benefit. Eng Oliver s et al. [27] with TACE to treat liver cell carcinoma ≥ 5 cm, which proved that it was also safe and effective. Zhao P et al. [31] used TACE combined with microwave ablation to treat primary liver cancer has reliable safety and effectiveness. It is also safe, reliable and easy to operate to use microwave frequency ablation combined with TACE for liver metastases with special location or difficult to remove. Chen Kaiyun et al. [32] used laparoscopic ablation combined with 125I particles to treat liver metastases, and successfully treated the newly found lesions during the operation. The 1-year survival rate and 2-year survival rate of 62 patients were 74.2% and 59.7%, respectively. Beerman Marie et al. [33] concluded in 1000 cases that laparoscopic ablation combined with CT imaging computer-aided targeting technology is very successful, and there is no obvious learning curve, and there is less side injury. The research of Yasunori Minami et al. [34] shows that there is a potential effect of heat ablation on immunosuppressive sites of liver metastases, and combined immunotherapy is also expected to become a new direction. The combination of laparoscopic thermal ablation and other treatment schemes has better effect, safety and reliability, and will produce more effective treatment schemes in the future.
Summary and Outlook
The safety and effectiveness of laparoscopic thermal ablation for primary liver cancer and colorectal cancer with liver metastasis have been gradually con-International Journal of Clinical Medicine firmed, and it is also one of the effective treatments for colorectal cancer with liver metastasis to achieve R0 resection. Compared with laparotomy and percutaneous ablation, laparoscopic thermal ablation has lower local recurrence rate, less bleeding and shorter hospital stay. The learning curve can span in about 30
cases and is gradually applied in clinical practice. However, most of the conclusions are from retrospective analysis or single center research, which requires more prospective experiments or multi-center clinical experiments, so as to reduce disputes and let patients benefit better. Laparoscopic microwave ablation combined with other treatment schemes also provides a new idea for comprehensive treatment. Multidisciplinary comprehensive diagnosis and treatment is the standard treatment scheme for colorectal cancer patients, and reasonable selection of patients for appropriate treatment is the guarantee of patients' benefits.
